
Spirit of Places Ltd. Has Been Listed as the Only Tour Company for Italy in the
Category Best Travel Finds of 2006 by the Famous American Magazine
Travel+Leisure

In business since 1985, but since 01/01/2006 under the new name of Spirit of Places Ltd. and with a
new website, this Colorado Tour Operator Co. offers one of the best travel services to Italy for
independent travelers & small to large private customized tours. Under the experienced and
knowledgeable leadership of its native Italian, American and Dutch executives, it provides top
quality, personal and exclusive services to all those who want to discover the real Italy, its islands &
the Alps.

Parker, CO,  January 10, 2007 --(PR.com)-- Spirit of Places Ltd. is very proud to announce that it has
been listed as the only Tour Company for Italy in the Category Best Travel Finds of 2006 by the famous
American magazine Travel+Leisure. 

Spirit of Places Ltd. has been founded by Alvaro Pisoni (an Italian & American architect and founder of
Pisoni - Ferrari Tour Company Ltd., a top expert of Italian culture, lifestyle and places with a special
spirit, in every Region of Italy) and Mirjam Burger (a Dutch lady with the passion for Italy, its cuisine,
lifestyle and founder of Vivace Travel, specialized in villa, apartments and farm houses in Italy). They
both decided to merge their previous companies and join their passion and enthusiasm to promote those
special places in all Regions of Italy, including less known areas, which have a unique atmosphere, a
spirit, a flavor of romance, local culture and charm. Because Italy is not anymore an inexpensive
destination and to serve its distinguished clientele, Spirit of Places Ltd. knows how to suggest those
places and accommodations - all personally inspected and selected - which will be remembered for their
charm, architecture, comfort, service, ambiance and setting.

By visiting Spirit of Places' new comprehensive and informative web site at
http://www.spiritofplaces.com (be sure to sign up for free to discover all of their quality services and
accommodations with their request of availability based on room typology) the visitor/potential traveler
will enjoy:

1. Useful travel tips and practical information about Italy and slide shows of different aspects of the rich
and diverse collage of Italian realities;

2. Suggested charming accommodations (all personally inspected and recommended by Spirit of Places)
to offer their distinguished clientele unforgettable memories. From hotels to bed & breakfasts, from farm
houses to castles, from spas to villas... each one beautifully described and illustrated and where the
visitor/potential traveler can request availability.

3. Privately designed and tailor-made travel programs and tours for small to large parties, personally
arranged and accompanied by Spirit of Places Ltd. executives. From leisure scenic tours to cuisine and
wine, from weddings in Italy to art and architecture, from shopping and spas to special interests and
incentives... One can just ask for Spirit of Places' services and its knowledgeable experts on Italy will be
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glad to assist him/her.

4. "Do it yourself" services to Italy. From best car rental bookings to travel insurance, cellular phone
rentals, train tickets ... Here the visitor/potential traveler can simply manage his/her own travel needs.

Spirit of Places thanks you in advance for visiting http://www.spiritofplaces.com and strongly suggests
the visitor to sign-up (free) to discover all other services and recommended accommodations selected just
for their "Spirit of Places Members."

Spirit of Places' executives are available for any additional question or clarification one may have.

Alvaro Pisoni & Mirjam Burger
Co-Founders, Pres. and V. Pres.
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Contact Information:
Spirit of Places Ltd.
Alvaro Pisoni
303-841-9002
travel@spiritofplaces.com
www.spiritofplaces.com
If they cannot answer the phone immediately, please leave a message and they will contact you as soon as
possible.

Online Version of Press Release:
You can read the online version of this press release at: http://www.pr.com/press-release/26010

News Image:
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